The glial spike theory. I. On an active role of neuroglia in spreading depression and migraine.
The propagation mechanism of spreading depression (SD), which has been implicated in the pathophysiology of the neurological auras of migraine, remains enigmatic but is widely believed to depend primarily upon the behaviour of assemblies of neurons. It is proposed here, based upon a program of theoretical research, that the most essential constituent of SD is a slowly propagating, regenerative event in the neuroglial compartment. By altering the neuronal microenvironment, this glial spike helps trigger and coordinate the neuronal depolarization of SD; the glial spike is in turn facilitated by neuronally released agents acting at the neuroglial plasma membrane. The conduction velocity-determining propagation mechanism of SD is further proposed to be a wave of intracellular Ca(2+)-induced Ca2+ release (cytocal wave) that travels through the glial compartment of nervous tissue. Some implications for the improved understanding and clinical management of migraine are suggested. Excitability of glial cells of vertebrates has until now been demonstrated only in vitro, and its physiological significance has remained unknown. This work identifies a macroscopic reaction of neuronal tissue, known from the in vivo vertebrate brain for over 45 years, as a manifestation of neuroglial excitability.